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Analysis of diffraction from doubly periodic arrays of
perfectly conducting bodies by using a patch-current model
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A novel solution is presented for the problem of three-dimensional electromagnetic scattering of a plane wave from a
doubly periodic infinite array of perfectly conducting bodies. A set of fictitious spatially periodic and properly
modulated patches of magnetic current is used to simulate the scattered field. These patch currents are of dual
polarization and have complex amplitudes. The electromagnetic field radiated by each of the periodic patch
currents is expressed as a double series of Floquet modes. The complex amplitudes of the fictitious patch currents
are adjusted to render the tangential electric field zero at a selected set of points on the surface of any of the
scatterers. The procedure is simple to implement and is applicable to arrays composed of smooth but otherwise
arbitrary perfectly conducting scatterers. Results are given and compared with an analytic approximation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of diffraction of a plane wave from periodic struc-
tures is long standing. It has been motivated by academic
curiosity as well as many engineering applications. It is of
practical importance in designing reflection and transmis-
sion gratings often used as filters, broadband absorbers,
polarizers, and frequency scanned reflectors. While singly
periodic gratings have been treated extensively, doubly peri-
odic gratings, being in general more difficult not only to
analyze but also to fabricate, have received considerably less
attention. One type of doubly periodic structure that has
been investigated by many researchers comprises infinitesi-
mally thin planar doubly periodic screens in various configu-
rations, often referred to as frequency-selective surfaces.1-3

Perfectly conducting screens of finite thickness consisting of
doubly periodic arrays of apertures, known as inductive
grids, have also been extensively studied.45 While the
structures in Refs. 1-5 may be different, a common ingredi-
ent of essentially all of them is that the fields in the various
regions can be represented by modal expansions relative to
the axis normal to the grating. These modal representa-
tions are then matched by using appropriate boundary con-
ditions, and the unknown modal coefficients are readily de-
termined. In contrast to the above discussion, rigorous
studies of diffraction from doubly periodic arrays of finite-
sized perfectly conducting scatterers, referred to as capaci-
tive grids, have not been reported in the literature. In this
latter case the fields in the space gap between the scatterers
forming the array cannot be represented in terms of analyti-
cally known modal functions.5 Therefore even the method
devised in Ref. 6 for the analysis of diffraction by doubly
periodic surfaces falls short, while differential method pro-
cedures might be infeasible with present-time computer
storage and speed limitations.

In this paper we present a new method for analyzing three-
dimensional electromagnetic scattering from doubly period-
ic arrays. The technique is applicable to arrays composed of
perfectly conducting bodies of smooth, but otherwise arbi-
trary, shapes. An example of an array is depicted in Fig. 1.

We follow the approach outlined in Ref. 7 for analyzing
scattering by smooth homogeneous scatterers. The basic
idea in Ref. 7 is as follows: Instead of employing surface
integral equations in solving for conventional electric and
magnetic surface currents, we solve for fictitious source cur-
rents that lie a distance away from the surface. This idea
has been applied successfully to two-dimensional diffraction
from gratings of cylinders,8 as well as to sinusoidal and ech-
elette gratings.9-10 In Refs. 8-10, an expansion of periodic
strip currents is used for the unknown fictitious currents
that simulate the periodic scattered field, and point match-
ing is used for testing.

Here, we employ the basic strategy of Refs. 7-10 for facili-
tating the analysis of three-dimensional scattering from
doubly periodic arrays of isolated perfectly conducting scat-
terers. We set up a simulated equivalent situation to the
original one in the region surrounding the scatterers. The
scattered field must be a source-free Maxwellian field satis-
fying the radiation condition at z - , the periodicity
conditions of the Floquet theorem," and the boundary con-
dition on the surfaces of the scatterers. Instead of express-
ing the scattered field as a conventional integral in terms of
the physical surface currents, we simulate the actual field by
the fields of fictitious sources of yet unknown amplitudes
that lie a distance from the surface. Hence, in the simulated
equivalence the physical bodies are removed and the period-
ic field that they scatter is simulated by the field of a set of
fictitious doubly periodic patches of currents satisfying the
Floquet periodicity conditions and situated in the region
originally occupied by the scatterers. Each periodic patch
current lies in a plane parallel with the xy plane (the plane
spanned by the directions of the periodicity). All the patch-
es are characterized by a common Fourier-transformable
magnetic-current density profile, which, for each periodic
source, is multiplied by an as yet undetermined constant
complex amplitude. They are assumed to radiate in an
unbounded homogeneous space filled with the same medium
as that surrounding the scatterers. Patches of electric cur-
rent could be used as well. Patches of magnetic current
were chosen because the electric field that they produce is
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